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TT No.220: Andrew Gallon - Sat 29th March 2008; Gillingham v Carlisle United; 

Coca-Cola Football League 1; Res: 0-0; Att: 6,673; Admission: £22; Programme: £3 

(68pp); FGIF Match Rating: ***. 

Let's be grateful Gillingham rejected the idea of leaving the claustrophobic 

confines of Priestfield and opted to rebuild on their existing site. For the ground's 

setting, truly a classical British sporting location, boasts an intimacy and sense of 

confinement matched in the Football League only by the sardine can experience 

that is Luton Town's Kenilworth Road. The Gills, well aware of the limits Priestfield 

placed on their ambitions, wanted to pack up and move out but restrictions 

imposed by Kent planners would have meant leaving the Medway Towns 

altogether. That really was beyond the pale for a club rooted in this working-class 

dockland community, so Millwall-supporting chairman Paul Scally, who arrived on 

the scene in 1995 to rescue the Gills from administration, grasped the nettle and 

decided to stay put, raze the old ground and start again.  

Just how bold a decision that was becomes obvious from the moment you arrive. 

No-one in their right mind would today choose to build a football ground in such a 

spot, purchased for £600 in 1893. Priestfield, as if playing a game of hide and seek 

with spectators, is secreted amid identical narrow streets of Victorian terraced 

homes. From a distance, the landmark stand roofs and floodlight pylons can be 

seen poking above the chimney tops but once this guide is lost to view the ground 

becomes invisible until, finally, one stumbles across it with the sort of dazed relief 

reserved usually for those negotiating a route to the centre of a maze.  

The old Priestfield, hardly changed since the 1920s and with relatively small stands 

and large expanses of uncovered terracing, seemed surprisingly spacious and airy. 

Rather like Dr Who’s Tardis, it appeared bigger inside than it had any right to be 

from without. The revamp, featuring taller, wider stands with steeply-raked seats, 

has produced a far more compact, cloistered and less dowdy arena in which fans 

feel almost part of the action on the pitch. Given the tight setting, it's entirely 

appropriate. At last! A ground where the new is more appealing than the old.  

Gillingham, pukka football territory, is not the Garden of England Kent of hop, and 

oast-houses. It's scruffy, multi-racial and not too well acquainted with prosperity. 

The best approach to Priestfield is from the direction of the dreary High Street and 

down Linden Road for the ground, now a stadium in every sense, is hidden until 

the last possible moment. A zig-zag brings you out on Redfern Avenue at the north-

west corner of the ground. The back of the imposing Medway Stand, opened in 

2000, rears over the surrounding houses in the manner of the main stand at 

Goodison Park. Honey-coloured bricks, grey metal sheets, abundant glazing and 

blue detailing make a pleasing impression. Facing the street is the ticket office, 

Gills megastore and Blues Rock Cafe. Inside the stand is, among other things, a 

hydrotherapy pool, a cinema, a sauna and steam room and a media centre. At the 

far, Toronto Road, end can be found the site's only car parking, laid on after the 



demolition of a sports centre. This sliver of tarmac is tucked away behind the 

Rainham End Stand and accessed through attractive metal gates bearing the club's 

logo. The entrance and reception are over to the right, sheltered - incongruously - 

by a huge, opaque canopy of plastic in the style of the Olympic Stadium in Munich 

and fringed with borders containing exotic palms. It has the air of a health club 

and bar in a southern Spanish resort. Pretty tacky, I'm afraid to say.  

The two-tier, cantilevered Medway Stand offers the best view in the house. A line 

of executive boxes, each with a dedicated section of padded seats in front of 

glazed doors, separates the two tiers. These are kitted out with blue plastic tip-up 

seats. In common with the other stands, the fascia’s and exposed metalwork are 

painted blue with the rear walls and roof undersides in white. An inspired idea, for 

it makes what could be a gloomy ground seem light and bright. Beneath, a decent 

effort has also been made with the concourses which, though cosy, are smartly 

decorated. The corners are filled in by solid-looking building work, again of honey-

coloured stone. The players emerge in the north-west corner, through a tunnel 

with a high ceiling. Twin dugouts, either side of halfway, are uncovered and 

recessed into the spectator seats. From my vantage point, it was clear - and 

fascinating - to see how little time both managers spent on their backsides. 

Bundles of nervous energy, they patrolled the technical areas with restless 

excitement.  

The single-tier Rainham End Stand, completed in 1999, is another cantilever with 

blue plastic tip-up seats and the letters GFC picked out in white. This always was 

the Gills 'kop' but the deep roof makes for much improved acoustics. Opposite the 

main stand is the new Gordon Road Stand, the first part of the old ground to be 

redeveloped. This has a low, pitched roof. It cannot be any higher because it 

would cut off the light for the houses close to its rear, across a street narrower 

even than Redfern Avenue. More blue plastic tip-up seats contain a few white ones 

which spell out The Gills. A gable, painted blue against the white roof, has a 

glazed camera gantry and an electronic scoreboard. The legend Gillingham 

Football Club features in white letters - none of which line up properly. The stand 

is so low, the upper storeys and chimneys of the houses to the rear are plain to 

see. To the right of the Medway Stand is the Brian Moore Stand, named after the 

former commentator and Gills director. This is the sole part of the ground which is 

a let-down. It has green plastic tip-up seats on a scaffolding frame and will, when 

funds allow, be replaced by a permanent structure. Behind it runs an alley, two 

yards wide at most, and the Priestfield Road cul-de-sac leading to the turnstiles for 

away supporters. Metal gates at either end of the alley can be locked to assist 

crowd control. The corner floodlights are unusual. They are mounted on rather 

elegant pylons painted white. On the Gordon Road side, their slimness indicates a 

lack of space while on the Medway Stand side they are truncated and positioned on 

the roof. Each has 36 lamps set in four rows of nine. Overkill, in these times of 

powerful halogen bulbs, surely?  

My only previous visit to Priestfield was in 1993 to see my team play in a winner-

takes-all relegation decider at the end of a characteristically troubled campaign. 



On a sweltering afternoon of unbearable tension, we outplayed the Gills, lost 2-0 

and, a week later, tumbled into non-league football. Today's game didn't have 

quite so much riding on it but plenty was at stake nonetheless. Upwardly mobile 

Carlisle United, second in the table, needed points to help secure an automatic 

promotion place while Gillingham, fourth from bottom, were desperate for 

anything as they battled to avoid a return to the Football League basement. The 

home team fought for every ball and were unlucky not to win. "If we'd played like 

that all season, we wouldn't be where we are now," said one fan at the final 

whistle. "Best we've been for weeks," added another. There certainly didn't look 

almost a full division between the teams.  

Carlisle had come down by plane to avoid a 355-mile road trip and made a flying 

start against a Gillingham side containing a number of well-known non-league 

graduates. Manager Mark Stimson's time at Grays Athletic and Stevenage Borough 

resulted him bringing John Nutter, Adam Miller and Dennis Oli with him to 

Priestfield. A flap from keeper Derek Stillie gave Simon Hackney a chance to prod 

the Cumbrians into an early lead but first Simon King and then Nicky Southall, back 

from injury and a major influence on the right side of midfield, cleared off the 

goal-line. Livewire Gills striker Simeon Jackson was close with a glancing header 

and Stillie redeemed himself with a splendid save from a Marc Bridge-Wilkinson 

drive deflected off King. Miller was inches over with a 12-yard half-volley when a 

little more composure would have led to a goal and Nutter fired straight at United 

keeper Keiren Westwood when well positioned. Big Garry Richards ended the half 

by nodding a Southall free-kick agonisingly the wrong side of the far post.  

Jackson was terribly unlucky in the 56th minute when he turned well and, from 25 

yards, crashed a powerful effort off the crossbar. Both teams kept pushing and 

Jackson was high and wide before Carlisle, who found it difficult to get past Gills 

defensive colossus Danny Cullip, almost stole the points with late strikes from 

Grant Smith, Evan Horwood and Bridge-Wilkinson, all three fractionally off target. 

Had any gone in, it would have been cruel, on the home Lads, who harried and 

harassed United from first kick to last.  

If Gillingham, as seems likely, do go down again it will be poor reward for 

chairman Scally's vision in funding a stadium of which a club of this size could only 

previously dream. A lot has been squeezed into an unpromising site and the 

facilities are now of Championship, rather than League Two, standard. Despite all 

the changes, Priestfield has a very traditional atmosphere and that simply must be 

applauded. 
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